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Support of corporate strategy

e.g. assembly planning

Challenge:

 Increasing variance
 Save development time/ costs
 Save production time/ costs

VR solution:

 Timely provision of cost-effective virtual prototypes
 Higher planning quality and planning reliability through

realistic simulation

 Cost savings through error reduction and thus avoidance of

•
•
•
•
•

VR = working tool
Not self-defining for strategy
Question: “To what extent does VR use support the corporate strategy?"
"Where do we want to go? And where does VR contribute? "
For example:
• Quality leader
• Innovation leader
• Creativity leaders
• Technology leader

consequential costs

Product development
e.g. styling/ design study

Challenge:

 Increasing quality demand
 Provision of prototypes in very early stages

VR solution:

 Timely provision of cost-effective virtual prototypes
 Quality enhancement through realistic visualization
 Faster and more efficient processes

Conclusion:
VR & AR offer great opportunities
for the industry!
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A market research by the Fraunhofer Institute IPT
[Klo03] identifies the following perceived benefits of
using virtual reality:
In order of relevance/ approval: easier in matters for nonprofessionals, increased transparency of complex products and
thus reduction of errors, improved internal communication
(interdepartmental), VR as a discussion platform for technical
issues, increase of product quality, reduction of iteration loops
in product development, optimization of the PD process,
intuitive interaction with the product, improved understanding
of the product through immersion, true-to-scale inspection of
products in early product development, saving of real
prototypes, improved integration of individual PD phases,
increased product acceptance by the customer, improved
external communication (data exchange), improved handling
of high variance, more creative product development process.

VDC survey (9 intensive VR users):
Ranking of VR applications
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A market research by the University of Bielefeld
[Dec02] identifies the following perceived benefits of
using virtual reality:
In order of relevance/ approval: visualization of malfunctions,
visualization of product functions, determination of customer
requirements, quoting, operating ergonomics, design
optimization, generation of design alternatives, quality
enhancement, development time reduction, cost reduction

VDC survey (9 intensive VR users):
Ranking of VR applications
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Challenges
Change of corporate
structures
Structural organization

oVR user
oVR application support
oVR computer center
Procedural organization
oOrder processing
oTechnique and approach
strategy
oSystem operation
measures
Reengineering of planning
and development processes
oCommunication
oCooperation
oReviews
oDigital Divide
oIn-situ process support

Change of human
ressources
Qualification/ Competencies

oCommissioning
oOperation
oMaintenance
Roles
oVR user
oVR application support
oVR computer center
oReengineering
oMentor VR
Corporate culture and
leadership
oTarget definition
oPromoting

Change of equipment
Selection and procurement

oVR hardware
oVR software
Premises
Maintenance
Expansion planning

Change of corporate
strategy
Role of VR

oLeadership in time/
costs/ quality
oInnovations

Operative measures
Project plans

oCreate awareness for
need for change
oDevelop vision and
measurable strategy
oCommunicate vision and
strategy
oPlan short-term visible
succes
oProcess-oriented control
of changes through
employee
oConsolidate success and
institutionalize changes
oIntegrate new behavior
patterns in corporate
culture
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Reasons for the failure of IT projects

Survey of GPM e.V. [Eng06]

Problems of SMEs

Investment Decision

Implementation
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Problems regarding VR introduction projects

Culture
Know-How

Processes

Finances

Technology

Investment Decision

Implementation

VDC survey (9 intensive VR users,
multiple responses possible)
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Methodology toolbox for the avoidance of well-known introduction problems
Development of a meaningful, respectively adapted introduction method
 Jointly with independent experts (IT implementation experience and VR know-how)


Adapted to use cases, company size and industry

 Efficient introduction accompanied by experts according to the developed methodology

Modules of introduction method

Change of corporate
structures

Change of corporate
structures

Change of human
ressources

Cost planning and
tracking

Operative application of
new equipment,
method and system
tools

Operative measures

Change Management

Process design

Investment decision

Implementation

Introduction
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Measures for the avoidance of well-known problems
Start, where the company itself can make an impact
This includes:
 Interface problems
 Processes
 User interest/ acceptance
 Support by management
 Obstacles that develop into
technical problems can, in most
cases, be organizationally parried

Problems regarding VR introduction projects
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Measures for the avoidance of well-known problems
 Lack of acceptance
 Conservative attitude
 Lack of know-how
 High risk of investment
 Unfavorable cost-benefit ratio
 Lack of standards
Corporate strategy:
• Takeover of the VR goals in the
corporate strategy
• If the power promoter is convinced, the
cost-benefit comparison relativizes itself
quite quickly, especially in the case of
SMEs
• If competition with VR is successful in
sales, you have to strategize with VR

Participation:
• Integration of GL (power promoter)
• Integration of the future users in the
implementation project (actively
designing)
• Involvement of indirect beneficiaries
and data suppliers
Gaining know-how system-neutral:
• Visits to trade fairs
• Competition
• Reference customers
• Conferences
• Competence centers/ Clusters
• Comparative benchmark in the
selection of system/ framework/
partners
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Measures for the avoidance of well-known problems
What should be considered according to the
VR experts? (from literature analysis)
 Integration in business processes
 Integration in hardware and software, 3D
data
 Demonstrate proof of the potential
benefits
 Application adapted to usage intensity
 Consideration of future users,
development of new know-how
 Cultural change required, promoter
 Project-related approach of the VR
introduction
 Transfer of existing approaches to
neighboring areas:
- Introduction of CAD
- Introduction of EDM / PDM

In a VDC survey, four out of nine companies made no
statements on the question "What conditions were
created in the company prior to the introduction of VR
technologies?"

VDC survey (9 intensive
VR users, multiple
responses possible)

Conclusion: With the help of experts and their
introduction method all problems can be solved
easily!
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Establishment of change management from the beginning
Change management is not an independent process but has to be understood as an
elementary component of project management and established at the start of the project.
It is important in the VR context that all affected parties are involved at an early stage. This
includes not only the IT that procures the VR system, but above all, designers who use the
services of a VR center and need the results for their work. In particular from this side
resistance is likely, as VR is often dismissed as a gimmick.
Basically, employee´s response to
change is always similar, but
systematic change management
can significantly reduce its negative
effects (see picture).

Motivation/
Performance

Target

Resistance

Influence of
Change Management

Target

Integration

Actual
Acceptance
Shock

Trouble

Test
Depression

Time
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Categorization of VR introduction projects in „Change Matrix“






Like PDM projects, VR
implementation projects combine
the specifics of IT implementation
and reengineering projects
By categorization using the
"Change Matrix", it is possible to
assess the type and extent of the
resistance (level of threat) and the
extent of the expected changes (see
Ber07)
VR projects are characterized by
their strong polarization. This means
that you have to be prepared for
strong supporters and strong
opponents

high
Turnaround
(restructuring)
M&A
(integration)

Level of threat
(Need for orientation of
employee)

Reducing
costs

PDM-/PLM-/VRintroduction

IT systemintroduction

Company sale

Reengineering

QM
(certification)

Change of
culture

low
low

Extent of change
(Need for placement of project)

high

Illustrtation according to W. Berner
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Phases in process of change
 The planning and implementation of VR implementation projects take place
on a factual level, but the psychological level must not be ignored
 Poor change management is one of the main reasons for the failure of IT
implementation projects
Psychologische
Psychological Ebene
level
Unfreezing

Analysis

Changing

Planning

Implementation

Factual level

Refreezing

Control
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Change-control loop
 Establish a change control loop - (communication) measures can only be
planned for a limited time.
 Real Change Management is based on dialogue!

Analysis

Planning

Gather and assess
feedback

Gathering of
information

Planning of suitable
communication

Implementation

Control
Implementation of
communication measures

Implementation
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Communication
 Messages and addressees must be planned carefully
 Instruments have to be applied appropriate to target groups
 Communication deficits must be avoided
 The benefits of change are clearly visible to all target groups
 Communication is not a one-way road
 Use your VR system for communication!
Include as many users as possible.
 Measure how much the employees
receives

Implementation
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Communication – Which instruments for which purpose?
 Select the appropriate communication tools
 Use the established communication channels consistently
Number of reachable employees
10.000

1.000

100

10

Employee newspaper (print, digital)
Mailing actions
Project website
Discussion forum intranet
Internal multiplicators
Visit the top management
Notice board
Info markets
Celebrate success
Exhibition
Training
Workshops and tests
Individual conversation

Implementation
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Process recording
Potential VR use cases can be found at many different
places in the product development process (PDP)
• In terms of VR use the entire PDP should be considered,
even if only a few use cases are implemented for
introduction
Advantages
 Best preparation for expansion of the VR application areas
 Productivity gains in engineering often only become visible
in subsequent areas
 Frontloading
 VR software offers features that are not obvious to certain
departments and are recognized too late or not at all
 Visualization data is often generated redundantly
 Later integration into the PDP can only succeed if a holistic
view has been taken
•

Implementation
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Process recording
This comprises:


Procedural organization

IT systems

o

= Process organization

o

Involved systems (hardware,

o

Conduct interviews anonymously

o

o

If possible, accompany the process

operating system, network, PDM, SW
licenses, ...)

o

Select easy-to-understand form of
presentation (e.g. swimlanes)

o

Identify media disruptions

o

…

o




…

Corporate structure/ organization
o

Identify stakeholders

o

External service providers (caution: do
not underestimate impact!)

o

Roles of specialist department and IT
support
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Process analysis
Criteria for analysis










Length of development time
Number of correction loops
Number of voting meetings and business
trips
A lot of post-processing of orders and
order corrections
Late recognized problems in
manufacturing and assembly
Long manufacturing and assembly time,
throughput time
High number of occupational accidents
High number of errors in operation,
service, installation
High number of callbacks




Low/ moderate customer
satisfaction
Redundant data generation

Implementation
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Prioritisation of applications
 Include all use cases, but don´t implement all of them in the first step
o Risk minimization: high investment due to the process change - benefits
not yet verified
o Possibly great resistance of users  Change Management

 Selection by
o Cost-benefit considerations / Quick Wins
o Technical feasibility - the first use cases should be easy to implement
o Select use cases with many proponents
o Involve the experience of experts

 Advantages
o Acceptance of VR technology
o Defusing the“Hype Cycle VR” by gradual introduction (see next slide)

Implementation
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Expectations

Prioritisation of applications
Realistic expectations to
VR

Influence of prioritisation

Implementation of first
applications,
Quick Wins

Increase in productivity
through successive
implementation

Less disappointment,
no exit

Prioritisation/ consultation
regarding specific applications
Pre-clarification of all possible
applications

Following Hype-Cycle, Gartner Inc., Jackie Fenn, 1995

Time
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Definition of target processes
1. Procedural organisation


Process integration = Process change



New working method?



Adapting the processes to VR-enhanced communication?
Politics, change costs and time delay have to be considered

2. Conversion of corporate structures/ organization


Is VR support or VR data center needed?



Role of the department, role of the IT?



Change of management structure needed? How?

3. Integration into the existing IT environment


Which hardware and software?



How should the PLM/ PDM connection look like?



Does the high-end system (CAVE, cluster, ...) need a special integration (own network, no
corporate image - only the most necessary, ...)?

Implementation
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Definition of target processes (process organization)
Transfer of existing introduction methods from CAD / PDM / PLM
Example: Integration in business processes
 In practice, this means considering VR as
another application whose data is being
managed and versioned as part of a
(hopefully) existing PLM environment




As part of an integrated change process,
the data formats required for VR must
be generated as automatically as
possible
Conversion servers and plot
management systems generate
automated, correspondingly filtered
neutral formats for further processing in
subsequent process steps



The basics for this are laid in the CAD; if
necessary, the previous CAD methods
must be adapted in order to achieve
such a degree of automation. ("Only
what is provided with a mark can
automatically be filtered in case of
structural simplifications")



Methods for simplifying standard parts
or for FEM simulation of specific
assemblies are well known
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Definition of target processes (corporate structure)
Activity
Roles

^ƉĞĐŝĂůŝƐƚ ĚĞƉƚ͘

sZĐŽŵƉƵƚĞƌ ĐĞŶƚĞƌ

Specialist work in planning
and development

VR strategy, central procurement, user support, operative
controlling

Requirements from operation

Operational
support

User

System
operation

Staff, Technology

Tasks

Specialist work

Systems

Desktop,
small Powerwall

 Methodical support
 Process development
 Adapting developments
 Training and update events
 Operative support (design reviews,
virtual hedging , content creation,…)
 Error communication, Benchmarks

Providing hardware/ software
 Company-specific procedures
 Cost calculation for system
capacities
 Maintenance, extension
 Access permissions, control
procedures, data protection and
data security

CWE discussion platform, CAVE, Seat box, Powerwall,
Force-Feedback
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Definition of target processes (corporate structure)
Operational support tasks

VDC survey (9 intensive
VR users)

Number of mentions

Systems operation tasks

Number of mentions

Implementation
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Definition of target processes (IT)
Transfer of existing introduction methods from CAD / PDM / PLM
Example: Integration of VR in
existing IT environment
 Process defines what should be
done in which order
 This is where the required
systems are derived
 The required interfaces and data
flows are also defined in the
process
 It is important to distinguish
between initial implementation
and ongoing software
maintenance

Example of a standardized highly integrated system landscape
Sales

Product development Production

Marketing
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Project manual (based on target processes)


General
o

Company characteristics

o

Objectives and expectations

o

Actual state of the planned application
areas

o

Quantity structure

o

Time frame for realization (work
packages)

o





Wishes for the offer structure and
content

Procedural organization
o

Processes and methods

o

Technical requirements

o

Project organization



Corporate structures/ organization
o

Definition of future users and
roles

o

Non-company employees

IT landscape
o

Specification sheets of the
systems (hardware and software)

o

Requirements to the provider
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Hedging requirements – Pilot project


Objective
1. Cost-benefit analysis (see below) – measurable results
2. Requirements verification
3. Achieve user acceptance for support of implementation



Concept of the pilot

Investment Decision

Implementation

Distinction
 Due to technical risks, a pilot
project in the field of VR is
usually carried out prior to
system implementation
 Here it is not meant the
implementation after VR
introduction in a small
"pioneer" area in production
operation

o

Selection of use cases after prioritization

o

Focus on VR software! Use VR hardware that comes close to the planned system
(only run hardware tests for a call for tenders)

o

Software selection taking into account the specification sheet - obtain independent
expert opinion!

o

Change management (right person selection (stakeholder, proponent, ...)

o

Enough time to invest in extensive planning

o

Use test management methods!

o

Test management by independent experts
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Hedging requirements – Pilot project
 Execution of the pilot
o Qualify keyuser (see following slides)
o Go through use cases 1:1 (by experts and keyuser)
o Possibly go through the use case parallel regarding the actual process
o Measure and document times/ effort
o Document technical problems
o Document coverage of requirements
o Mentoring/ moderation/ documentation by independent experts

 Cost-benefit analysis
o Taking into account currently existing and functioning features - do not
expect promised planned features! A roadmap is not necessarily binding!
o Assess coverage of requirements and technical issues
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Investment decision – One-off costs


Preparatory work
o
o
o
o
o





Consulting & Planning
System selection
Process Reengineering
Restructuring of information flow
Feasibility studies, etc.

Software purchase
Hardware: VR, infrastructure
Complementary software
o
o
o
o
o



Conversion software
Modelers, reducers
Model libraries
Texture libraries
Interfaces, plug-ins, etc.

Predictable follow-up
and expansion
investments in
o VR-SW/HW
o Infrastructure
o Additional SW



Adjustment programming,
interface development



Internal marketing &
communication



Initial education



Skilled labour recruitment

Implementation
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Investment decision – Running costs


Maintenance work for the VR system
and for additional SW/ HW



Ongoing adjustment
of business processes



Software maintenance





Ongoing adjustments

Costs for VR operation and
required caregivers



Continuous integration with internal
and external applications (e.g. CAD,
CAE, PLM, standard software),
development of suitable interfaces



Continuing education and
consulting of users



Participation in conferences and
user groups

Data transfer from other systems to
the VR system, data preparation, data
search:



Rental rates, leasing fees



Repairs





o working time
o computing time
Communication costs (networks)
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Economic evaluation model of VR use [Run06]
See VDC-Whitepaper:
Economic Evaluation of
Virtual Reality

Investment
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Decision
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Qualification – Training concept
 Identify the training needs as accurate as possible
 Modularize the training content, e.g. according to
o User groups (user, support staff, administrators, …)
o Used modules (package, cable simulation, …)

 Communicate costs and time required for training early
 Create useful and reader-friendly training
documentation

Investment Decision

Implementation
Implementation
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Qualification – Training organization and delivery


Plan the training with a lot of preparation



Ensure a professional invitation management and a simple registration
process



Check the participation in the training



Design the training content according to the target group



In addition to system training, process training is essential - VR is not
trivial!



Turn key users into trainers



Organize a working user support

Implementation
Implementation
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Qualification
Types of qualification measures

Contents of qualification measures

VDC survey (9 intensive
VR users)
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System selection and procurement
1. Analysis + evaluation of VR systems and providers





Software selection taking into account the specification sheet and expert experience
o Comparative benchmark according to given script (here still tendering
character)
o Secure comparability pilot project (see also slide pilot project) and develop
evaluation criteria
o Demand comparison offers based on specification sheet
o Benchmark evaluation, ranking and identification of desired vendor
Hardware consulting by independent experts, otherwise possibly high misinvestment
and risk of failure of the project!
Verify the hardware under real conditions (e.g. test combination of projectors, filters
and projection surface where the system should be placed later)

2. Specification sheet and offer ascertainment



Request version of specification sheet from the desired vendor and complete it jointly
(supplier/ customer)
Possibly parallel work with second candidate for better negotiation

3. Negotiation

Implementation
Implementation
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Integration in product development process
 Verify benefit and anchor processes early
 Ensure support of the decision makers of the VR introduction
 Operate change management
o Integrate employees in the process design
o Train the process
o Demonstrate and
communicate the benefit
o Gather and assess feedback

Establish and
integrate VR in
process – earlier
productivity

Implementation
Implementation
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Conclusion
 Only in hindsight the benefit of a structured VR selection appears (from
benchmark scenario with a tendering character to the specific project
partner)
 Even a structured introduction of VR often is not obvious
 Structured is not synonymous with elaborate and complex
 Numerous fields of action, thereby many possibilities for error
 Intensive preparation and change management is essential
 The surveyed companies are generally well positioned
o in organizational structure
o in qualification

 Some of the surveyed companies are not well positioned
o in corporate culture, special mentors
o in procedural organization

 The greatest potential lies in procedural organization and PDP integration

Implementation

VDC members regarding this topic
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You are interested in this topic and you are looking for contact persons/
implementation partners? Please contact us.
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